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ABSTRACT
Over-provisioning is a standard capacity planning practice that leads
to disk drives operating mostly under very low utilization (as low
as single digit utilization) but that are consuming disproportional
amounts of power. Methodologies that place the disk drive into a
low power mode during idle times can assist in conserving power.
This is a challenging problem because the performance of future
jobs cannot be compromised, yet there is no knowledge of future
disk arrivals. In this paper we explore the above problem by ex-
ploring ranges and trade offs of possible power savings and perfor-
mance within a set of enterprise storage traces. We demonstrate
the difficulty of obtaining significant power savings even in traces
where overall utilization is less than 5% and explore the feasibil-
ity of popular schemes such as workload shaping for power sav-
ings. We also propose a proactive autonomic algorithm that sug-
gests when and for how long a power savings mode should be ac-
tivated given an acceptable performance degradation target that is
user provided. The robustness of the algorithm is illustrated via
extensive experimentation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Design Studies

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Management, Performance

Keywords
Performance guarantees, power savings, disk drives, continuous
data histograms

1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of power consumption and energy inefficiency in

data centers that often host thousands of disks is indisputably a
prevailing one as systems are routinely configured in order to meet
peak user demands. User demands are often characterized as bursty,
resulting in temporal loads of orders of magnitude higher than the
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average load. Given such workloads, standard capacity planning
promotes over-provisioned systems that operate most of the time
under low average utilization but that unfortunately consume dis-
proportionally high power.

Idle periods in under-utilized disk drives offer opportunities for
saving power in a straight forward manner: the system can selec-
tively put disk drives in a low power operation mode (or idle mode)
during idle times [14]. Doing this transparently to the end user is
a challenging task: requests that arrive while the disk is in a power
saving mode are to be inevitably delayed as the system requires a
recovery period before the disk drive is mechanically set to a state
that allows it to serve jobs again. The challenge here is to strike
a balance between two clearly conflicting targets: achieve as high
energy savings as possible while restraining response time degra-
dation as much as possible (or to within predefined limits). To meet
the above targets, the following questions must be answered.

When should an idle mode be activated? Practical reasoning
presumes that the disk may not be put on low power mode
immediately after an idle interval is detected, as future ar-
rivals of disk requests are largely unknown a priori. Borrow-
ing ideas from background scheduling [4] it may be desirable
to leave the disk in active state for a period of time, in antic-
ipation of an upcoming request arrival.

How long should an idle mode last? In light of the fact that
future arrivals are again unknown, it may not be desirable
from the performance perspective to stay in an idle mode
long, in anticipation of future arrivals and of the require time
to “activate" the disk in order to bring it in a state where it
can serve requests.

The above issues highlight the conundrum that system designers
face. A workload that results in a highly underutilized disk drive
is not always an excellent candidate for power savings. If requests
are spaced such that there is hardly time to bring the system in
low power mode and bring it up timely to serve requests, it may
simply not be possible to mine the idle times for power savings. As
we demonstrate later with a simple example, simple metrics such
as average disk utilization may give a distorted view of possible
power savings.

In this paper, we present a solution to this difficult problem by
leveraging on a schedulability framework that is initially proposed
for the general problem of scheduling background jobs in disk drives
with performance guarantees [13]. This framework utilizes his-
tograms of idle intervals and the anticipated duration of background
jobs that are non-preemptable to best serve the latter within the
available idle periods. The basic assumption is that there is no a
priori information about the arrival timestamps and/or the duration
of upcoming background jobs, nor about the length of upcoming
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idle intervals except of statistical information in the form of his-
tograms from observations of past workloads.
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Figure 1: Performance degradation (top) and the respective
power savings potential (bottom) in a test case involving a sin-
gle disk drive in a storage system used by a file server. Power
saving is presented as the proportion of time that the system
stays in power saving mode over the duration of the trace. The
solid dots identify the (I, T ) pairs that are computed by the
framework. Each dot is associated with a percentage value D,
which represents the input parameter and signifies the accept-
able performance degradation of jobs as defined by the user
and/or system administrator.

Here, we treat the time that the disk is placed on a power sav-
ing mode as a preemptable background job, but with the additional
complication that the disk drive requires a recovery overhead to be-
come active again. We use concepts and ideas of the schedulability
framework presented in [13] to create a robust proactive power sav-
ing prediction methodology that uses a selection mechanism to de-
termine with simple calculations which idle intervals, if any, should
be utilized for saving power. Naturally, the methodology avoids us-
ing short idle intervals for power savings, since that would impact
negatively both performance and reliability of the storage system.
The schedule of power saving in a disk drive is guided by two pa-
rameters: the time I that elapses during an idle interval before the
power saving mode kicks in and the total time T that the system
is put into a power saving mode. All idle intervals that are shorter
than I units of time will not be utilized for power savings. Auto-
nomically determining the values of the (I, T ) pair that meet the

power and performance goals of the system is the purpose of this
paper.

Motivating Example
To motivate the difficulty of the problem, we have exhaustively
explored the I and T parameters for a disk drive trace from an
enterprise storage system that has a disk utilization equal to only
0.5%. At a first glance, this trace looks like an excellent candidate
for power savings. Figure 1 draws regions of different levels of
performance degradation (top plot) and the corresponding time in
power saving mode (bottom plot) as a function of I (x-axis) and
T (y-axis). By looking at these maps, one can immediately iden-
tify various (I, T ) pairs that strike a good balance between perfor-
mance and power savings. For instance, for the specific disk drive
trace that we consider here, time in power saving mode greater than
40% (see the lightest regions in the bottom plot of Figure 1) can be
obtained by suffering performance degradation greater than 100%.
This is almost inconceivable, given that the average utilization of
this trace is only 0.5%, which implies that this trace is 99.5% idle!

The specific example motivates the difficulty of the problem but
also how one can be easily misled by looking at single parame-
ter measures such as average utilization. Yet, the figure illustrates
that there is some room for power savings if we have such a map.
Creating these maps is computationally expensive as it requires to
exhaustively explore the entire state space of (I, T ) pairs, running
one simulation for every (I, T ). Even if this were possible, it would
still not be practical because detailed workloads traces are huge in
size and rarely monitored and stored continuously in a storage sys-
tem.

The novelty of the work presented in this paper is the accu-
rate identification of an (I, T ) pair that is located in a feasible
region within the maps without generating the above maps. This
(I, T ) pair represents a power savings schedule that meets the user-
defined trade-off between performance and power savings. Given
an acceptable average response time degradation D as an input pa-
rameter (i.e., the user/system performance target), the framework
that we present in this paper computes a suggested (I, T ) pair and
estimates the corresponding average time in a power saving mode
that can be achieved with this (I, T ) pair while not violating D.
The framework’s output, (i.e., the (I, T ) pair) may not be the opti-
mal one but it is consistently within the regions of the best possible
scheduling choices. Indeed, in Figure 1 the various solid dot mark-
ings identify the (I, T ) pairs that are suggested by our framework
for different values of acceptable user response time degradation D
(as given by the percentage value next to the dot). Note that all lie
within the best region for the noted performance degradation tar-
get. The significance of the framework is that it manages to find
an ideal (I, T ) pair fast, based on a compact analytic model that
is parameterized by simple observed past workload metrics. The
overhead for monitoring the system metrics and the actual estima-
tion procedure is minimal.

The case presented in Figure 1 highlights the difficulty of saving
power in disk drives, even in the case where disk drives appear to be
severely underutilized. Figure 1 clearly illustrates that power sav-
ings, if done haphazardly, may come with a dear cost: significant
delays for the end-user. Workload shaping [15, 14] has been pro-
posed in the literature as an alternative way to further create more
room for power savings by off-loading some of the work (either
in the form of reads or writes or both) to cache, to a buffer, or to
another disk. Our framework helps in identifying whether a spe-
cific workload shaping technique does create more room for power
saving in the system and its activation for the current workload is
feasible.
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Contributions and Paper Organization
The contribution of this paper is the compact analytic model that is
proposed which identifies accurately and efficiently good schedul-
ing choices for power savings while meeting performance targets
without exhaustively exploring all the scheduling choices. The
framework allows the system to estimate beforehand performance
vs. time in power savings trade-offs for multiple available choices
such as which power saving mode to utilize in a disk drive or which
workload shaping technique (if any) will extend power savings for
the current workload. Ultimately, these estimations will guide the
system to activate the technique that accurately reflects the sys-
tem conditions and would yield a feasible trade-off between per-
formance and power savings.

In addition to the example in Figure 1 that gives a preview of
what our framework does, we illustrate the robustness of this mod-
eling framework via trace driven simulations using four enterprise
disk-level traces with very different characteristics. Our simula-
tions show that our prediction for saving power that is based on
monitoring simple system metrics is robust and always identifies
the trade-off between potential power savings and system perfor-
mance degradation. Ultimately, our framework answers the simple
question whether workload shaping can be effective for power sav-
ings in a disk drive environment by quantifying the power savings
giving a target workload slowdown.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the
power savings opportunities in disk drives and storage systems. In
Section 3, we present the methodology that we propose to iden-
tify and estimate the power savings opportunities in a system under
a given workload. We validate the effectiveness of the approach
and illustrate its robustness in Sections 4 and 5 using trace-driven
analysis and simulations. Section 6 positions our contributions rel-
atively to related work. Conclusions and future work are given in
Section 7.

2. POWER SAVINGS IN STORAGE
Disk drives consist of several mechanical and electronic compo-

nents that consume power. First, the read/write heads (i.e., record-
ing arm) fly at a very precise distance from the magnetic media.
Second, the media platters rotate continuously at a constant speed
(RPM). Third, the on-board electronics manage all the components
of the drive and communicate continuously with the rest of the
computer system. Consequently, power can be saved in a disk drive
by stopping or slowing down any subset of these power consuming
components, when they are not doing any useful work such as serv-
ing user requests.

There are several levels of power consumption in disk drives de-
pending on the disk components that are active and operational.
Unfortunately, when drive components operate in a power saving
state, the disk drive itself is not active and it takes some time to
bring it back up and ready to serve requests. Consequently, each
level is distinguished by the amount of power it consumes and the
amount of time it takes to get out of the power saving mode.

The exact amount of power savings and time it takes to get out of
a power saving mode differs between drive families. The rotational
speed, capacity, and drive form factor determine how much power
is consumed and how much power can be saved in any power sav-
ing mode. Below we list all levels of power savings in a disk drive
and the respective expected savings and penalties without focusing
on a particularly disk drive family.

- Level 1: the drive is serving requests and it consumes power de-
pending on the workload characteristics, such as sequential/random,

and read/write ratio, with sequential write workload consuming the
highest amount of power.

- Level 2: the drive is idle but “active”, which means that any
new request gets served immediately without any delay, the amount
of power saved is as much as 40% of the power consumed in Level
1. This means that even if the workload is managed such that the
drive goes to extended periods of idleness, the amount of consumed
power is reduced.

- Level 3: the drive heads are “parked” away from the disk plat-
ters (unloaded), without slowing the platter’s rotation. With less
drag from the heads, the drive consumes 15-20% less power than
in “active” idle mode (i.e., Level 2). The penalty to reload the heads
is about half a second.

- Level 4: the drive heads are “parked” away from the drive plat-
ter (unloaded), and the platter rotation is slowed down. With less
drag from the heads, and less motor power to rotate the platters, the
drive consumes 30% less power than in “active” idle mode (i.e.,
Level 2). The penalty to reload the heads and pick up the rotation
speed is about a second.

- Level 5: the drive heads are “parked” away from the drive plat-
ter (unloaded) and the motor is stopped, i.e., the platters do not
rotate at all. Only the electronics in the drive are on, to communi-
cate with the host and receive requests. With no motor power, the
drive consumes 50% less power than in “active” idle mode (i.e.,
Level 2). The penalty to reload the heads and turn on the motor to
rotate the platters is about 8 seconds.

- Level 6 the disk drive is spun down entirely cutting the power
consumption almost entirely because neither mechanical nor elec-
tronic components in the disk drive are operational. However, to
bring the disk drive back up takes as much as 25 seconds.

We summarize the respective power savings and time-to-ready
penalties of the various power saving modes in disk drives in Ta-
ble 1. We remark that the associated time penalties associated with
each power level are within representative ranges for disk drives [8,
18]. Among the above levels of power savings, we are interested
in those that have smaller penalties such as levels 3 through 5, be-
cause in enterprise disk drive the average length of idle periods can-
not accommodate shutting down a disk drive (i.e., Level 6) without
significant degradation in performance.

Power savings relative Time to activate:
to “active idle” “penalty"

Level 2 0% 0 sec
Level 3 18% 0.5 sec
Level 4 30% 1 sec
Level 5 50% 8 sec
Level 6 95% 25 sec

Table 1: Power saving modes in a disk drive, their savings rela-
tive to the “active idle” mode (level 2) and the time it takes the
disk drive to become ready.

In addition to the differences in actual power savings between
the different levels shown in Table 1, bringing up a disk drive is as-
sociated with a short power surge that can be modeled as a negative
constant factor when estimating actual power savings. However, in
our modeling approach we focus on estimating time in power sav-
ings rather than actual power savings since the former is linearly
related to the latter and largely determines it. The choice of esti-
mating the actual power saving and selecting the appropriate option
among all estimated ones is left to the management unit, because it
depends on how sensitive a system is to performance degradation.
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3. ALGORITHMIC FRAMEWORK
The power saving modes discussed in Section 2 are used com-

monly in mobile, personal, and archival storage devices and sys-
tems to limit the amount of power consumed by a disk drive [3,
2, 6]. However, with the explosion of the on-line data centers that
support enterprise applications, it is desirable to exploit power sav-
ings opportunities even in such non-traditional domains [14]. The
issue though is that power savings in disk drives may cause sig-
nificant delay to some of the requests, if done haphazardly. While
performance degradation may be acceptable for archival systems,
it is certainly not desirable for high-end systems and it should be
controlled.

Here we propose a proactive methodology that identifies power
saving capabilities for a given workload in a disk drive such that
the performance degradation caused by the power saving modes
lies within a threshold D set (dynamically or statically) by the user
or the system itself. The goal of our methodology is to provide a
mechanism to estimate the time in power saving for a given work-
load, performance degradation D, and power saving mode before it
takes effect in the system. As a result, the system can decide which,
if any, power saving mode to activate in a disk drive.

There are widely accepted common practices when it comes to
activating power saving modes in disk drives. First, the power sav-
ing mode is a low priority task in a disk drive. This means that the
disk is put through a power saving mode when it is idle and it be-
come active again at the latest when a new disk request arrives. We
refer to the time the disk is set to remain in a power saving mode
as T . Second, the disk drive should not be placed into a power sav-
ing mode immediately after it becomes idle. To avoid significant
performance degradation some time I should elapse in idle active
mode. Based on these two considerations, there are two main steps
that we propose to follow in our estimation methodology for any
given power saving mode

- Step 1: determine “when” (I) and for “how long” (T ) the disk
drive should be put into the power saving mode such that the degra-
dation target D is not violated,

- Step 2: estimate power savings that result from activating the
power mode based on the scheduling pair (I, T ).

At the system level, multiple power saving modes may need to
be evaluated to determine which to activate. In that case, the above
steps should repeat for each power saving mode and the most ef-
ficient one should be activated. We utilize the algorithmic frame-
work proposed in [13] to complete the first step in our estimation
methodology and develop the procedure for step 2 in this section.

3.1 Estimation of the pair (I, T )

The framework proposed in [13] represents a general algorithm
that determines when to schedule tasks of low priority in a storage
device or system such that performance of the high priority tasks
does not degrade more than D. The outcome of the framework is
the pair (I, T ) that schedules low priority work for T units of time
only after I unites of time have elapsed in an idle system.

In addition to the user/system input D, the algorithm in [13] uses
as input workload metrics that are monitored in the system such
as the length of idle intervals, the response time of user requests,
the delay experienced by a high priority task that finds the system
busy serving a low priority one. The accuracy and the flexibility
of the algorithm is associated with using the histogram of moni-
tored idle times in the system to determine the pair (I, T ). Because
the framework in [13] monitors the idle intervals continuously, it
dynamically adapts its estimation to the current workload in the
system and reflects any changes.

3.2 Estimation of power savings
The outcome of the framework in [13] is the pair (I, T ), where

I indicates when to initiate a given power saving mode at the disk
and T indicates for how long to keep the drive in that power saving
mode such that D is not violated. To estimate the power savings en-
abled by the scheduling pair (I, T ) we continue to use here the his-
togram of idle time that is constructed to determine the pair (I, T ).
Lets denote by B the units of time that the disk drive is placed into
the power saving mode, as determined by (I, T ). One of the main
consideration in estimating B is the penalty associated with taking
the disk drive out of the power saving mode. This penalty is given
in Table 1 and discussed in Section 2. The pair (I, T ) indicates
that the disk drive will spend at most T units of time every time
the power saving mode is activated. However, the effective time
during which the system saves power is (T −P ), where P denotes
the penalty to bring a disk back into active mode after the power
saving mode.

The average amount of time B in the power saving mode is esti-
mated by categorizing the idle intervals as following

1. idle intervals shorter than I which do not contribute to saving
power,

2. idle intervals of length R that fall between I and I + T −P ,
where the amount of time in power savings mode is exactly
R − I , and

3. idle intervals of length R that are longer than I + T − P ,
where the amount of time B in power saving mode is T −P .

Figure 2 depicts how to use the histogram of idle times to esti-
mate the amount of time B that the disk drive stays in the power
saving mode with penalty P , which starts after I units of idle time
have elapsed and ends T units of time later.

 1
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D
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idle time

Figure 2: Estimation of the amount of time B that the disk stays
in the power saving mode with penalty P which starts after I
units of idle time have elapsed and ends T time units later.

The following equation captures how the amount of time in power
savings is actually estimated using the idle times histogram

B =

Z I+T−P

l=I

Pr(l) · (l − I) +

Z max

l=I+T−P

Pr(l) · (T − P ), (1)

where Pr(l) is the probability of an idle interval being of length l
and max is the maximum length of the idle intervals in the system.
Note that in the implementation of the algorithm, the integrals in
the above equation are just finite sums. Eq. 1 gives the average
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amount of time in power savings per idle interval, although not
every idle interval is utilized for power savings.

In order to estimate the time in power saving mode under the
scheduling pair (I, T ) for a longer period of time, we take into
consideration the total number of idle intervals observed during
that period of time. Specifically, the portion S of time in power
saving mode over the period of time T ime, is estimated using the
following relation

S =
B · Number of Idle Intervals

T ime
. (2)

3.3 Applying the estimation procedure
The estimation procedure discussed in this section can be applied

to estimate the time in power saving mode in disk drives for differ-
ent power saving levels and different workload shaping techniques
that may be used to improve idleness in the disk drive (discussed in
more detail in Section 5).

When comparing different power saving modes, we use the same
histogram of idle times as the basis for our estimations. The main
difference between the power saving modes taken into considera-
tion is the penalty P . This penalty is an input parameter in the es-
timation of the scheduling pair (I, T ). Consequently, for the same
workload but different power saving modes, there will be different
scheduling pairs (I, T ). For workload shaping techniques, which
if active will change the shape of idleness in the disk drive, another
histogram of idle times is constructed. Consequently, the differ-
ences in the estimated time in power savings here depend deeply
on the changes the workload shaping causes in the histogram of
idle times.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Here, we evaluate the framework described in Section 3 via trace

driven analysis and simulation. We use a set of traces measured at
the disk level of two enterprise storage systems, an application de-
velopment server (“Code”) and a file server (“File”) [17]. These
traces record for each request that reaches the disk drive, the ar-
rival time, the departure time, the type of the request (i.e., read or
write), the length, and the location on the disk. The traces pro-
vide the highest level of detail with regard to the utilization of idle
intervals for power savings, because the foreground busy periods
and the idle intervals are captured exactly. We give the high level
trace characteristics in Table 2. Note that the trace examined as the
motivation example in Section 1 is “Code 2".

The traces indicate that the disks are underutilized but the idle
intervals are highly variable (see the coefficient of variation, CV).
Still if one had perfect knowledge of the length of idle intervals, the
portion of time in power saving mode would be around 55-94% for
Level 3 and between 48-90% for Level 4. The “savings" column
in Table 2 represents the ratio of the time that the system is set
in low power mode over the trace duration. Since the penalty P
to reactivate the disk is higher with level 4 than with level 3 (see
Table 1), it is natural that the reported time savings are smaller than
level 4. We point out that these numbers give only an indication
of actual power savings (we expect higher power savings in level 4
idle mode than level 3 but more power consumption to bring up the
system in active mode).

As suggested in Table 2, the length of idle intervals in all traces
is variable. In Figure 3, we show the distribution of the length of
idle times for the traces of Table 2. The plot confirms that the dis-
tribution of the length of idle intervals has a long tail in all cases.
The long tail indicates that there are some very long idle intervals

Trace Mean Util Idle Length Time in Saving (%)
Resp (%) Mean CV Lev. 3 Lev. 4

Code 1 8.6 5.6 192.6 8.4 55 48
Code 2 8.6 0.5 1681.6 2.3 92 87
File 1 12.7 1.7 767.5 2.3 70 53
File 2 15.4 0.7 2000.2 3.8 94 90

Table 2: Trace characteristics: measurements are in millisec-
onds unless otherwise noted. The last two columns indicate
the upper bound on time in power saving under Level 3 and
4, achieved if perfect knowledge of the beginning and the dura-
tion of idle intervals is available. All traces are 12 hours long.

(several times longer than the idle interval mean) which can be ex-
ploited for power savings.
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Figure 3: Histogram of idle times for our traces.

As explained in Section 2, there are multiple levels of power con-
sumption in a disk drive and Table 1 lists the corresponding power
savings and performance penalty for the ones of most interest in en-
terprise systems. We use the methodology laid out in Section 3 to
identify the appropriate (I, T ) pair given as input the target degra-
dation D and the level of idle mode, and use Eq. 2 to estimate the
time in power saving S. In addition, we run a trace driven simu-
lation that puts the system in the selected power saving mode as
guided by the selected (I, T ) values and compare the estimated
time in power saving with the actual time in power saving as given
by the simulation. We also compare the user input performance
degradation D with the actual performance degradation as given
by the simulation. Note that while both estimation and simulation
are driven by the same trace, the estimation is based solely on the
histogram of idle time and the simulation is based on the exact time
of arrival and departure of each request. As a result, simulation re-
sults are confidently used to validate the estimation results.

We present these results in Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6 for traces “Code
1”,“Code 2”, “File 1, and “File 2”, respectively. Specifically, we
show

Request Degradation: the average slowdown in user requests at-
tributed to power savings (an input parameter, aimed to be
closely met),

Time in Power Saving Mode: the ratio of the time in power sav-
ing mode to the duration of the trace.

The results in Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6 strongly suggest that our method-
ology estimates with very high accuracy the amount of time that the
system can be put in a power saving mode for the given workload.
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Also, the suggested (I, T ) pair yields performance that closely
matches the user-set target.

Level 3 Level 4
Performance Time in Power Performance Time in Power
Degradation Saving Mode (S) Degradation Saving Mode (S)
D Sim. Est. Sim. D Sim. Est. Sim.

10 22 1.07 1.07 10 22 1.01 1.13
30 36 5.56 5.65 30 31 3.24 3.99
50 54 13.79 13.76 50 56 4.35 4.35
100 114 23.34 23.16 100 100 12.03 11.97

Table 3: Time in power saving calculated using our methodol-
ogy (columns “Est.") and simulation (columns “Sim.") for trace
“Code 1” and saving levels 3 and 4. The target performance
degradation D and the achieved degradation (column “Sim.")
are also reported. All results are in (%).

Level 3 Level 4
Performance Time in Power Performance Time in Power
Degradation Saving Mode (S) Degradation Saving Mode (S)
D Sim. Est. Sim. D Sim. Est. Sim.

10 12 0.04 0.04 10 18 0.01 0.01
30 28 4.24 4.24 30 31 0.04 0.04
50 51 8.57 8.57 50 58 0.10 0.10
100 95 15.12 15.12 100 109 5.95 5.95

Table 4: Time in power saving calculated using our methodol-
ogy (columns “Est.") and simulation (columns “Sim.") for trace
“Code 2” and saving levels 3 and 4. The target performance
degradation D and the achieved degradation (column “Sim.")
are also reported. All results are in (%).

Level 3 Level 4
Performance Time in Power Performance Time in Power
Degradation Saving Mode (S) Degradation Saving Mode (S)
D Sim. Est. Sim. D Sim. Est. Sim.

10 16 0.33 0.33 na na na na
30 37 2.00 2.00 30 27 0.16 0.16
50 57 3.28 3.27 50 59 1.14 1.14
100 101 6.06 6.05 100 115 2.71 2.70

Table 5: Time in power saving calculated using our method-
ology (columns “Est.") and simulation (columns “Sim.") for
trace “File 1” and saving levels 3 and 4. The target perfor-
mance degradation D and the achieved degradation (column
“Sim.") are also reported. All results are in (%).

One counter-intuitive observation in the results of Tables 3, 4, 5,
and 6 is that “Code 1” has better power savings potential than the
other traces although the it has the least available idle time. How-
ever, the longer tail in the distribution of idle times of “Code 1”
enables more time in power saving in “Code 1”, because power
saving benefits significantly from the existence of very long idle
intervals. This emphasizes that single metrics such as utilization
levels are not sufficient in indicating power saving capabilities for
a given workload. Our lightweight methodology, seamlessly incor-
porates many metrics and their impact on power saving capabilities
for a given workload.

For the very low performance degradation target of 10% and
traces “File 1” and “File 2” the estimation procedure did not find an

Level 3 Level 4
Performance Time in Power Performance Time in Power
Degradation Saving Mode (S) Degradation Saving Mode (S)
D Sim. Est. Sim. D Sim. Est. Sim.

10 11 4.56 4.56 na na na na
30 34 10.08 10.07 30 31 4.70 4.70
50 50 12.46 12.46 50 51 7.53 7.53

100 124 17.82 17.82 100 100 11.35 11.34

Table 6: Time in power saving calculated using our method-
ology (columns “Est.") and simulation (columns “Sim.") for
trace “File 2” and saving levels 3 and 4. The target perfor-
mance degradation D and the achieved degradation (column
“Sim.") are also reported. All results are in (%).

appropriate scheduling pair (I, T ) that would not violate the target
under Level 4 power saving mode, which has the 1000ms penalty.
We mark those cases in the respective tables as “na”

The estimated time in power saving in Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6
are among the highest possible power savings for the traces for a
given performance target. We confirm this by exploring the entire
scheduling state space of (I, T ) pairs for “Code 2”. The results for
Level 3 power saving mode are given in Figure 1, in the motiva-
tion example presented in Section 1, while the results for Level 4
power saving mode are given in Figure 4. In both figures, the lighter
shades of color indicate better performance and more time in power
saving mode. It is clear that there are limited regions where time in
power saving is high and performance target is met. Nevertheless,
our methodology robustly identifies such regions even for the chal-
lenging case depicted in Figure 4 (with very few opportunities for
power savings).

In Figure 5, we also plot the distribution of delays in user re-
quests attributed to the disk drive being put to a power saving mode
for power saving mode level 3. The plots of Figure 5 show that
although the performance degradation may be as high as 100%, the
percentage of requests that experiences delay accounts for only a a
small percentage of the overall number of requests. For example,
in trace “Code 1”, even for response time target degradation as high
as 100, the percentage of affected requests is always less than 2%.
The cumulative distribution of delays attributed to power saving
modes for the four traces further makes the point of the robustness
of the framework.

5. WORKLOAD SHAPING
In storage systems that deploy from tens to thousands of disk

drives, the power saving potential of individual disks is enhanced
by further shaping their workload. The goal of workload shaping,
as related to improving power savings in the entire cluster, is to
re-direct part of the workload intended for one disk drive to an-
other. Because the disk drive receives less workload that initially
intended, its idle periods are now extended as are the opportunities
for power savings on that drive.

Various workload shaping techniques have been proposed in the
literature and deployed in high-end storage systems and data cen-
ters. For example, in [14] it was proposed to redirect the WRITE
traffic received by enterprise disk arrays to other arrays in the stor-
age cluster or data center to free up the disk drives and possibly spin
them down for power savings. Particularly for backup and archival
storage systems, where the workload is significantly less intensive
than in enterprise systems, ways of re-directing the entire workload
seen by disks or arrays to other parts of the system are explored [2].
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Figure 5: Cumulative distribution of delays in user requests attributed to power savings under level 3 for degradation targets 10, 30,
50, and 100 percent.

In such cases, portions of data are moved or copied to other parts
of the storage system before the disks or arrays are spun down.

For storage systems, it is critical to have an estimation of the ef-
ficiency of the workload shaping techniques for the current system
workload, because each of them imposes extra work on the system.
For example, WRITE offloading [14] requires write operations to
be redirected to another disk/array (adding extra work to them) and
after the power saving mode is over, copying the modified data into
their original destination.

As explained in the previous sections, the potential for power
savings in a disk drive depends on many factors, including toler-
ance for performance degradation on disk requests and the distri-
bution of idle intervals. Offloading part of the workload from one
disk to another will certainly increase idleness in the disk drive, but
that may not result in significant power savings to justify the added
work and complexity in the system. Specifically, knowing the per-
centage of the workload that will be re-directed from one disk to
another cannot determine the efficiency of the technique. It is the
impact that this redirection has on the distribution of idle times that
eventually determines the effectiveness of workload shaping.

The methodology of Section 3 can be used effectively to evalu-
ate the efficiency of the workload shaping techniques for the cur-
rent system workload before any of them takes effect in the system.
For that, one needs to monitor in addition to the distribution of idle
times for the current workload also the distribution of idle inter-
vals if a given workload shaping technique would be in place. For
example, in the case of WRITE offloading [14], the distribution
of idle intervals in the workload without the WRITEs (and the re-
spective READs) can be constructed and be used to estimated the
respective potential power savings by feeding it to the estimation
methodology of Section 3.

Here we evaluate two general workload shaping techniques, namely
WRITE offloading and READ offloading. The focus of this paper
is not on optimizing these workload shaping techniques and the pa-
rameters associated with them. Instead, we aim to estimate the out-
come of a given workload shaping approach before it takes effect in

the storage system. The WRITE offloading and READ offloading
analyzed here are defined as follows

- WRITE offloading: all WRITEs, and any subsequent READs
of the same data that arrive to a disk drive are re-directed some-
where else in the storage system.

- READ offloading: the most READ-accessed locations of the
disk, and any subsequent WRITEs on the same locations, are copied
to another disk drive in the storage system.

With regard to READ offloading, we assume that a 10 GBytes
of buffer space is reserved for re-directed traffic to another storage
device in the system (not cache). We believe that 10 GBytes of
data will not present capacity or performance overhead to storage
devices and/or arrays in the system. We stress that coming up with
the right buffer size is outside the scope of this paper.

5.1 Effectiveness of workload shaping
For both the above WRITE and READ offloading approaches,

the histogram of idle times that would result if the shaping tech-
nique was in effect can be easily constructed from the workload.
We apply both WRITE and READ offloading in all four traces that
we have used so far in our evaluation, i.e., “Code 1”, “Code 2”,
“File 1”, “File 2”, and construct the modified distribution of idle
times for each trace and workload shaping technique. The result-
ing distributions of idle times are shown in Figure 6.

The two workload shaping techniques change the idleness in the
system in different ways. Specifically, the distribution of idleness
for trace “Code 1” is affected slightly only by READ offloading,
while the WRITE offloading has barely any effect on it. The same
behavior is observed also for trace “File 1".

On the other hand, READ offloading has a significant impact
on the distribution of idle times for trace “Code 2”. The tail of
the distribution in this case is extended by an order of magnitude.
However READ offloading for trace “Code 2” causes the onset of
many short idle intervals, which shorten the body of the distribu-
tion. Later in this subsection, we elaborate more on the impact
that such transformation in the distribution of idle times has on the
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Figure 6: Distribution of idle interval lengths for the four traces and different workload shaping techniques.

power saving capabilities in the disk drive. In contrary to the ef-
fect that READ offloading has on the distribution of idle times for
“Code 2", WRITE offloading for “Code 2” extends idleness in the
body of the distribution rather than the tail. Similar effects as those
observed in trace “Code 2” are also observed in trace “File 2”.

For the rest of the section, we focus only on traces “Code 1”,
“Code 2”, and Level 3 power saving mode, traces “File 1”, “File
2” and Level 4 power saving mode yield qualitatively similar re-
sults. In Tables 7 and 8, we show the power saving estimations
for four levels of performance degradation (10%, 30%, 50%, and
100%) and the respective simulated performance for both WRITE
offloading and READ offloading and traces “Code 1” and “Code
2”, respectively.

WRITE Offloading READ Offloading
Performance Time in Power Performance Time in Power
Degradation Saving Mode (S) Degradation Saving Mode (S)
D Sim. Est. Sim. D Sim. Est. Sim.

10 25 2.99 2.99 10 16 3.47 3.47
30 35 4.65 4.65 30 32 15.92 15.92
50 52 14.72 14.72 50 54 15.96 15.96
100 99 28.32 28.32 100 117 22.24 22.24

Table 7: Estimated time in power savings for WRITE and
READ offloading using our methodology (columns “Est.") and
simulation (columns “Sim.") for “Code 1” and Level 3 savings.
The target D and the achieved (column “Sim.") performance
degradation are also shown. All results are in (%).

For both traces, WRITE offloading is not effective when com-
pared to the benefits of power saving modes for the original traces
(see Tables 3 and 4), as it only changed slightly the distribution
of idle times. Even the visible change in the body of distribution
for trace “Code 2” and WRITE offloading seems to improve power
savings only for medium slowdown (i.e., 30%).

WRITE Offloading READ Offloading
Performance Time in Power Performance Time in Power
Degradation Saving Mode (S) Degradation Saving Mode (S)
D Sim. Est. Sim. D Sim. Est. Sim.

10 10 0.90 0.90 10 3 18.47 18.47
30 31 5.23 5.23 30 15 39.62 39.62
50 49 9.75 9.75 50 83 44.58 44.58
100 82 15.53 15.53 100 89 50.46 50.46

Table 8: Estimated time in power savings for WRITE and
READ offloading using our methodology (columns “Est.") and
simulation (columns “Sim.") for “Code 2” and Level 3 savings.
The target D and the achieved (column “Sim.") performance
degradation are also shown. All results are in (%).

READ offloading shows significant gains for “Code 2”: for 100%
performance degradation, the system is 50% of the time in power
saving mode (see Table 8). We stress that under READ offloading
trace “Code 2” becomes extremely idle, but it is the large number
of very short intervals (see the very short body of the distribution
in Figure 6) that does not allow to exploit more of that idleness for
power savings.

In Figure 7, we explore the entire scheduling state space (i.e.,
the entire set of (I, T ) pairs) by plotting the corresponding perfor-
mance degradation and time in power saving mode for “Code 2”,
Level 3, and READ offloading. The light color shades indicate bet-
ter performance or time in power saving mode. Certainly, the plots
in Figure 7 capture a very different behavior from the correspond-
ing plots in Figures 1 and 4 where results for the original trace
“Code 2” are plotted. Although the power savings opportunities
for trace “Code 2” are significant, because of the very short body
and very long tail of the distribution of idle times, little changes in
the values of the (I, T ) may cause drastic change in system perfor-
mance. With our methodology, we are able to identify scheduling
pairs that achieve the desired performance while increasing time in
power saving mode.

The results presented in this section are indicative of how the
workload may be shaped for power savings. Simulation and per-
formance degradation/power saving maps were also done for all
four traces and power modes but are not reported here due to lack
of space. We stress that the results presented here are representative
of all experiments.

6. RELATED WORK
There is a host of power saving methodologies in the storage

systems/disk drives. From these works we first discuss those that
investigate the effectiveness of multi-speed disks for power sav-
ings [1, 6, 23]. In [1] the authors advocate the use of multi-speed
disks where each disk is slowed down to reduce energy consump-
tion during low load periods and show that this method can provide
power savings up to 23% for web and proxy servers. Dynamically
setting the rotation speed in disk drives is proposed as a low-level
hardware-based technique to save power within a drive, because the
faster the disk drive spins the more power it consumes [6]. Several
of the power savings techniques in storage systems and devices, in-
cluding disk drives that rotate at different speeds and migration of
data to the most feasible set of disk drives, are evaluated collec-
tively in the Hibernator framework [23].

Power conservation by selectively spinning up or or down se-
lected sets of disks has been explored first in mobile environments [3,
7] but has been also considered in large data storage archives where
data is accessed infrequently. The Massive Array of Inexpensive
Disks [2] borrows ideas from cache management to spin up se-
lected disks that act as an LRU cache and selectively spins down
subsets of inactive disks[2]. A technique called PDC that migrates
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Figure 4: Exploration of the entire scheduling space as perfor-
mance vs. savings for Level 4 mode and trace “Code 2”. Results
of our scheduling framework are marked. As the color shade
becomes lighter both performance and time in power savings
increase.

frequently accessed data to a few disks allows the rest of the disks
to be lowly loaded and be put on a low-power mode is proposed and
power savings of PDC and MAID are more substantial when two-
speed disks are used[15]. Power-aware cache management policies
in data centers are considered in [24].

Redundancy has been also explored as a techniques to save en-
ergy in storage systems. EERAID [10] and eRAID [11] focus
on RAID 1 and RAID 5 systems and achieve savings by request
scheduling and cache replacement policies at the RAID controller.
RIMAC [19] consider RAID 5 systems and achieve energy savings
by exploiting parity redundancy in parity-based redundant disk ar-
rays. Diverted Accesses have been proposed in [16] and implement
redundancy driven by analytic models that quantify energy savings
of difference redundancy configurations [16].

Data migration between disks in order to create hot data on a
few disks has been examined in [15] and has been also exploited in
the form of write off-loading in [14]. FS2 contains a runtime com-
ponent responsible for dynamically reorganizing disk layout in or-
der to improve disk performance and save power by reducing seek
time and rotational delays [9]. Algorithms that explore relation-
ships among accessed data to improve latency while reducing en-
ergy by decreasing disk arm movement [5]. PARAID uses a skewed
striping pattern to adapt to the system load and varies the number
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Figure 7: Exploration of the entire scheduling space as perfor-
mance vs. savings for Level 3 mode, trace “Code 2” and READ
offloading. Results of our scheduling framework are marked.
As the color shade becomes lighter both performance and time
in power savings increase.

of powered disks [20]. Changing the striping parameters, i.e., on
which disks to stripe and the stripe unit has been proposed effec-
tive in high-performance environments [22]. Data reorganization
and disk mapping algorithms that target scientific applications have
shown promise for reducing energy consumption [21]. The bursty
nature of storage workloads is exploited in [12] to reduce power
consumptions in storage systems while maintaining QoS guaran-
tees.

In this paper we focus on power savings at the disk drive level.
The work presented here differs from the above works in that it pro-
vides an analytic methodology for predicting power savings while
user performance remains quantifiable and any degradation is bounded.
Given a disk workload, we demonstrate that the actual (low) disk
utilization levels are not the only indicators of the viable power
savings but it is instead the stochastic characteristics and the com-
position of the workload that dictate the trade off between power
savings and user-perceived performance. The analytic model that is
proposed here effectively quantifies a priori the amount of possible
power savings given a fixed allowable user delay (or alternatively,
the expected user delay given a desirable amount of saved power).
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that success-
fully bounds performance while quantifying power savings with a
surprisingly effective analytic model.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a simple analytic model and its integration

into an algorithmic framework that provides the following: given a
performance target for the responsiveness of the storage system, it
provides answers to the following difficult questions: “when" and
for “how long" the system should be put in a power saving mode
during idle times. Our results also illustrate that power savings in
storage systems is not easy and perhaps counter-intuitive: we have
shown traces of very low average disk utilization to not be fit for
power savings. It is the entire distribution of idle times (rather than
simple measures such like average idleness) that controls the ability
to save power. We use a light-weight way to capture the distribu-
tion of idle times in the form of a histogram and use this histogram
for autonomically determine (as well as predict) the possible power
savings given a user-provided performance degradation target. The
framework is robust, lightweight, and adaptive because it is based
on a workload histogram that continuously adapts to changes in the
monitored workload, providing thus a powerful way for autonom-
ically identifying all opportunities for power savings and perfor-
mance without any prior knowledge of future workload.
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